
Chapter 16  Storyboard 

Organizational Culture 

Scene 1 Intro  - Video 

Narration: When I first worked for Starbucks, it was a young company with a  few 100 stores vs. 
a few 1000 stores. There was an immense amount of opportunity and  freedom to manage a  store 
in a way that  a  manager   thought was best.  So, the team and  I would demo espresso machines 
on  Saturdays  and based upon what items were in the case, sample a different pastry daily. One 
of the activities I loved doing every holiday season was designing the merchandising wall.     Yet, 
when I returned to work for Starbucks years later, things had changed.   Starbucks was now a  
large organization operating  globally.  The culture had become formal and felt “corporate” to me.   
There was  a schedule for when espresso machines should be demoed and schedule for which 
food or drink item should be sampled.   There was even a schematic for how the merchandising 
wall should be designed.  Starbucks is a great company and one that I’m honored to have worked 
for yet, Starbucks as a multination company, wasn’t a great fit for me.   

Culture is a two-way street   There are activities that organizations do to create the kind of culture 
that supports their strategic objectives.    There is knowledge that we can gain about culture that 
helps us   pick the company culture that right to us. Let’s get started…….. 

Scene 2 – Big Picture 

SL2: Zoom and Figure 16.6 

Narration: Google has a different culture than Microsoft; Morgan Stanly has a different culture 
than TVA Credit Union; The US Post Office has a different culture than FedEx.  I believe we’d 
expect an organization’s culture to differ from industry to industry. Yet, as we can see from 
these examples, organizational culture can differ from companies within the same industry too.   

Organizational Culture is defined as the shared social knowledge within an organization 
regarding the rules, norms and values that shape the attitudes and behaviors of its employees. 
The  attraction—selection—attrition processes, socialization, changes in leadership, and 
mergers and acquisitions shape the three components of organizational culture.  These three 
components or our onion, is comprised of basic underlying assumptions, espoused values, and 
observable artifacts. Combinations of these three  components  of our onion, give rise to both 
general and specific culture types. Cultures that are fragmented do not  support organizational 
objectives as well as networked cultures do.  Specific types of cultures are designed to intently 
support organizational goals and do so if sustained over a long period of time.. Taken together, 
these processes explain “what it’s like” within the hallways of an organization. 

Scene 3 – Observable Artifacts 

SL2: Graded Matching  

Narrative: There are three components to organizational culture: Observable artifacts, 
espoused values and basic underlying assumptions.  Observable artifacts are the 
manifestations of an organizations culture that employees can easily see or talk about.  Match 
the artifact with the company that fits best.  

Layer Narrative:	For Symbol, Nike’s Swoosh is globally recognized; CEO Reed Hastings at 
Netflix  believes  an office creates a physical and communication barrier between him and his 
employees, so he doesn’t have one: If you’ve ever walked into a Home Depot, you can see that 
they follow their motto of “ “Stack it high & watch it fly”; Nordstrom’s prides itself on providing 
stellar customer service.  So, the story goes that the company once accepted a customer’s 



return of tires even though the company doesn’t sell tires; it’s  a ritual at new Belgium Brewery 
to head the tasting room at the end of the shift to enjoy a free beer; and twice a month, Twitter 
ceremonially gathers  employees to sip tea while talking and sharing ideas.  

Scene 4 – Espoused Values of Whole Foods 

SL2: Image, character and narrative 

Narrative: Espoused values are the beliefs, philosophies and norms that a company explicitly 
states. For Whole Foods selling organic produce, satisfying customers, creating a great work 
environment and belonging to the community are just a few of the values they standby.   The 
easiest way to test as to whether a company, like Whole Foods, actually practices their values 
is visit a store,  look around and talk with employees.  

Scene 5 – Basic underlying assumptions 

SL2: Survey Essay 

Narrative: Basic underlying assumptions are the “taken for granted” beliefs and philosophies 
that are so ingrained that employees simply act on them rather than question them.  These are 
the assumptions that dictate employee behavior and attitudes the greatest. For instance, when 
I worked at Starbucks, it was the norm to drop whatever you were doing the second a customer 
approached the counter.    Share a few stories of your own that you would consider basic 
underlying assumptions.  
 

Scene 6 – General Culture Types 
SL2: image with markers and audio 
 
Narrative: General Cultural types can be seen through the lens of solidarity and sociability.  
Solidarity is the degree to which employees think alike and Sociability represents how friendly 
employees are to one another.  Click on the audio markers to hear examples  of each of the 
four “general” types of organizational culture.   
 
Marker narrative: Networked cultures are highly sociable with low solidarity.  Organizations 
that have a networked culture are where employees are friendly to  one another yet doesn’t 
necessarily think alike.  Creative organizations tend to be networked cultures.   
 
Marker Narrative: Communal cultures are highly sociable with high solidarity.  Organizations 
that have a communal culture are where employees are friendly with  another and do think 
alike.  Mom & Pop businesses tend to be communal cultures.  
 
Marker Narrative: Mercenary cultures have low sociability with high solidarity.  Organizations 
that have a Mercenary culture are where employees think alike but aren’t necessarily friendly 
with one another. Political parties in the US would be considered mercenary organizations.  
 
Marker Narrative: Fragmented cultures have low sociability with low solidary.  Organizations 
that have a Fragmented culture are where employees are not friendly with one another and 
don’t think alike.  Fragmented cultures are considered “weak” cultures and workplaces to be 
avoided.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Scene 7 – Specific Culture Types 
SL2: Graded Matching culture type with company example 
 
Narrative: A specific vs. general type of company culture is developed when observable 
artifacts, espoused values and basic underlying assumptions ( the components of our onion) 
are chosen and sustained over a long period of time.   Match the “specific” type of culture with 
the company that fits best.  

Layer Narrative:  USAA a Texas based financial provider, prides itself  on providing first rate 
customer service to the family’s of military veterans; think of how dangerous a company like 
ExxonMobil would be if they didn’t focus on creating a culture of safety; Like many company’s 
in the tech industry, Cicso is working to diversify their workforce. Currently, only 23% of  Cisco 
employees are women; Patagonia’s  intention behind their print ad “don’t buy this jacket” is to 
encourage their customers to think sustainable and if they don’t need another jacket, then 
don’t buy one; Dyson reinvented the vacuum market. To spark creativity and innovation, 
Dyson discourages their employees from sending emails and instead talking, face-to-face with 
one another.   
 

Scene 8 – Maintaining  Org. Culture 
SL2: Google video in Bb and essay 
Narrative: Maintaining a strong culture stems from two organizational activities: Using the ASA 
framework and socialization.  The attraction-selection-attrition or ASA framework  holds that 
candidates will be attracted to organizations that fit their personal and professional style.  To  
maintain a “specific” type of culture,  companies must select the candidates that fit as well as 
fire those that don’t.  After watching the video on Google, posted in Bb, cite examples on 
Google’s use of the ASA framework.  
 
 

Scene 9 – Socialization 
SL2: image with character on Figure 16.5 
Narrative: Socialization is the primary process by which employees learn the social knowledge 
that enables them to adapt to an organization’s culture.  The degree to which an employee 
socializes or “fits” into that company’s culture can determine their professional success.  Like I 
mentioned before, culture is  a two-way street: Company’s need to provide a path towards 
socialization.  Yet, employees need be proactive.  Learning to do their jobs well, learning the 
language and history of an organization are just a few of the ways in which employees can 
socialize.  
 

Scene 10 – Values used to judge fit with a culture 
SL2: Survey drag and drop table 16-3 
Narrative: Personal organizational fit is one of the keys to professional success.  In other words, 
finding the culture that fits you takes intent and experience. Rank the  values according to 
what you value the most placing your first value at the top of the list and your least valued at 
the bottom.  
 

Scene 11 – Socialization and mentors 
SL2: Survey essay 
Narrative: A few of the  approaches to socialization include Realistic job interviews, company 
orientation programs and mentoring.  Yet, the one socialization tactic I hear discussed and 
researched the most is mentorships.  Woman and minorities are less likely to seek mentorships 
than men and yet research supports the fact that professional opportunities stem from having 
the right mentor.  Do you have a professional mentor?  If so, how did you find this person and 
how have they helped you?  If not, how can you begin the process of finding a mentor?   
 

 



Scene 12 – OB assessment 
SL2: Essay 
Narration: Narrative: What did you learn from your OB Assessment on our university’s culture?     
Share your insights in the textbox provided.  
 
 

Scene 13 – OB Integrated Model 
SL2: Slide bar 
Narrative:	Reviewing our integrative model of OB, how does organizational “fit”  correlate with 
Job Performance and Organizational Commitment? Move the slider to discover and learn. 
 

Scene 14 Outro Video 

Narration: Building a culture that supports an organizations objectives takes time and a 
sustained effort on the part of management.    Companies known for creating and sustaining 
great cultures include Starbucks, Zappos, IDEO and Google.   Per one job posting, each of 
these companies attracts 100’s of applicants vying for that one job.    Yet, culture is not a  “one 
size fits all.”  Formal cultures are not where I believe that I do my best work yet they may be 
the perfect fit for you.  That’s really the challenge: Finding the culture where you excel and do 
your best work.  Continue to explore through books, friends and internships what type of 
culture you enjoy and you believe fits you best.   With hard work, I know you’ll find your way.   


